DW 14 - Multi-functional BA 900 pontoon - Spec. Sheet

- Heavy duty De Donge dipperbarge pontoon set up for multifunctional utilisation
- Length 65 m / Breadth 19 m / Depth 4 m
- Classification BV 20 n.m
- Spuds 1.6 m x 1.6 m basic length 35 m
- Assisting propulsion 2x 350 KW
- Modern accommodation
- Survey DGPS system on demand

Can be set up for:

- Backhoe Dredging, hydraulic excavators up to 300 ton
- Lifting, crawler cranes up to 300 ton
- Etc.

Dredging Work can assist you with all required main and auxiliary equipment as well as all required marine supporting equipment.